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FIGURE 1. Opening of Star-Points
Star-point openings are now common, so it is im-
portant to study them.

Here, Black forms sanrensei with 5, and White
takes the upper-middle star-point with 8.  You
probably have played this in your own games, but
GO is a large world, and there are other ways to
play.  For example, instead of White 8 ...

Figure 1 (1-8)

Diagram 1:  Another possibility is the corner ap-
proach (kakari) at White 1, followed by sanrensei
at 3 and single hanes at White 5 and 9, with rapid
development under the star-points along the sides
with 7 and 11.
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1.3 Sanrensei vs Nirensei

Diagram 1
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FIGURE 1.  A Completely New Mood
This opening, where each side sets up with star-
point and 3-4 point (komoku) and Black plays the
corner approach (kakari) at 5, is frequently played.

Recently we’ve started to see White play this two-
space corner approach (kakari) at 6, but it is still
relatively rare.  This move is novel, a splendid
play with a light mood, and also very powerful.

Figure 1 (1-6)

Diagram 1:  The standard until now would see
White play at 1, or take territory with ‘a’. Or in-
stead of 1, White would play the one-space high
corner approach move (ikken takagakari) of ‘b’.
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2.1  Star-Point and 3-4 Point (1)
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FIGURE 1. White 6 is Powerful
When Black makes a corner approach move
(kakari) at 5 in the lower left corner, another pow-
erful opening sees White tenuki and play the two-
space high approach move (niken takagakari) of
White 6.

Black 7 is a solid response and has been played
for many years.

Figure 1 (1-7)

Diagram 1:  Recently Black 1 here has probably
been played more frequently than 7 in Figure 1.  It
presses  on White a bit more insistently.  If White
responds with ‘a’, then Black ‘b’, White ‘c’, and
Black ‘d’ will follow, so Black 1 here means that
Black will attack White right away at the start of
the game.

Diagram 1

3.1  The Two-Space High Approach Move (1)
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FIGURE 2. A Matter of Feel
In response to White 6 and 8, Black 7 and 9 are
quite interesting in that they expand Black’s moyo
from the sanrensei formation.  And after playing
two corner approach moves (kakari) with 6 and
8, White 10 one line to the right of the center star
point sets an interesting mood.  White 6 is truly a
light stone -- if Black responds to 6 by playing A,
White can invade at the 3-3 point at B without
any trouble at all.  Because Black has spent a lot

Figure 2 (6-14)

Diagram 2:  If instead of 10 White played 1 here,
Black would stretch out to 2 for the same reasons
White played 10 in Figure 2.  This would be a
matter of feel for Black.

Chapter 4 -- Toward the 21st Century

Diagram 2

of moves on the right side, White wants to re-
spond to Black with a play at 10.  Next, advancing
to C is a powerful continuation.  If 10 were at D on
the center star-point (Tengen) instead, a three-
space extension to C would be a bit dangerous.
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